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Shares of Tianyun International Holdings Ltd (6836.HK) have seen the needle move -0.79% 
or -0.010 in the most recent session. The HKSE listed company saw a recent bid of 1.26 on 
3044000 volume. 

Stock market investors are typically searching for solid quality companies to help boost the 
portfolio. There are plenty of quality companies out there, the tricky part may be determining 
what constitutes as quality. Many investors look for companies that are solid sales leaders 
within a market that is growing. Going further, investors may be studying a company’s proven 
track record and gauging the competence of current management. Adding other factors such 
as brand recognition and prospects for steady growth, investors may eventually find a 
company that is worth taking the risk for future returns. 

Turning to Return on Assets or ROA, Tianyun International Holdings Ltd (6836.HK) has a 
current ROA of 16.88. This is a profitability ratio that measures net income generated from 
total company assets during a given period. This ratio reveals how quick a company can turn 
it’s assets into profits. In other words, the ratio provides insight into the profitability of a firm’s 
assets. The ratio is calculated by dividing total net income by the average total assets. 

A higher ROA compared to peers in the same industry, would suggest that company 
management is able to effectively generate profits from their assets. Similar to the other ratios, 
a lower number might raise red flags about management’s ability when compared to other 
companies in a similar sector. 

Now let’s take a look at how the fundamentals are stacking up for Tianyun International 
Holdings Ltd (6836.HK). Fundamental analysis takes into consideration market, industry and 
stock conditions to help determine if the shares are correctly valued. 

One indicator that can help investors determine if a stock might be a quality investment is the 
Return on Equity or ROE. Tianyun International Holdings Ltd (6836.HK) currently has Return 
on Equity of 20.94. ROE is a ratio that measures profits generated from the investments 
received from shareholders. 

In other words, the ratio reveals how effective the firm is at turning shareholder investment 
into company profits. A company with high ROE typically reflects well on management and 
how well a company is run at a high level. A firm with a lower ROE might encourage potential 
investors to dig further to see why profits aren’t being generated from shareholder money. 

Successful investors are usually adept at expecting and reacting to sudden change. Things 
may be all roses when the markets are riding the bulls higher, but environments shift and can 
leave investors suddenly in the lurch. When times are good, investors may be well served by 
maintaining a watchful eye on the portfolio. Becoming complacent when everything seems to 
be working can become a disaster very quickly without the proper attention. Setting up a plan 
for different market scenarios can greatly benefit the investor. Routinely studying portfolio 
contents may help when the need to release some underperformers comes. Keeping close 
tabs on the portfolio may also help fend off a personal panic if events take a dramatic turn for 
the worse. 
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